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THE STUDY OF NON EQUIVALENT MEANING IN THE TRANSLATION  
OF THE MOVIE FROZEN 

MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA 

 
 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini adalah penelitian deskriptif tentang kajian makna yang tidak sepadan yang ditemukan dalam 
subtitel film Frozen. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah mengklassifikasikan tipe-tipe kata yang tidak sepadan; 
mencari faktor-faktor penyebab and strategi-strategi penerjemahan yang berhubungan dengan makna yang 
tidak sepadan pada tataran kata. Data dari penelitian ini diambil dari subtitel film Frozen dalam bahasa Inggris 
dan bahasa Indonesia. Hasil dari penelitian ini menunjukan bahwa ada 272 data, terdiri dari 108 pronomina; 
66 verba; 64 kata benda; 32 interjeksi; dan 2 ajektiva. Ada 6 faktor yang menyebabkan makna tidak sepadan 
yaitu bahasa sasaran kekurangan kata yang spesifik (hiponim); kata dari bahasa sumber dan bahasa sasaran 
berbeda bentuknya; kata dari bahasa sumber dan bahasa sasaran berbeda pada penggunaan bentuk-bentuk 
spesifik baik dalam hal kekerapannya maupun tujuannya; konsep bahasa sumber tidak terdapat pada bahasa 
sasaran; bahasa sasaran dan bahasa target berbeda makna konteksnya; dan konsep bahasa sumber tidak 
dikenal dalam bahasa sasaran. Ada 5 strategi penerjemahan yang digunakan penerjemah untuk 
menerjemahkan subtitel film ini, yaitu strategi penggunaan kata-kata yang lebih umum; strategi penggunaan 
makna yang kurang ekspresif; strategi peminjaman; strategi penghilangan; dan strategi penjelasan dengan kata-
kata yang masih berhubungan. 

Kata Kunci: faktor penyebab, makna tidak sepadan, strategi terjemahan, subtitel  

Abstracts 

This was a descriptive qualitative research of the study of non equivalent meaning found in the translation of 
the subtitle of the movie Frozen. The objectives of the current study were to classify the types of words which 
have non equivalent meaning; to find the causal factors and translation strategies concerning with non 
equivalent meaning in the word level. The data of the research were derived through the subtitle of the movie 
Frozen in English and its Indonesian translation. The results showed that there were 272 data found in this 
research: 108 pronouns; 66 verbs; 64 nouns; 32 interjections; and 2 adjectives. There were 6 causal factors 
found which belonged to the target language lacks specific terms (hyponyms); differences in forms; 
differences in frequency and purpose of using specific forms; the source-language concept is not lexicalized in 
the target language the source and target languages make different distinctions in meaning; and culture-
specific concepts. There were 5 translation strategies used by the translator to translate the subtitle referring 
translation by using more general words (superordinates); translation by using more neutral/less expressive 
words; translation by using loan words or loan words plus explanation; translation by using omission; and 
translation by using paraphrase using related words. 

Keywords: causal factor, non equivalent meaning, translation strategy, subtitle

1. INTRODUCTION  

Generally speaking, watching a movie is common thing in people‟s daily life. Watching a movie is not big deal for people as 

long as the language used in the movie is their own language. Yet, they do not only watch local movies using their own 

language, but also imported movies coming from abroad using foreign languages. As viewers, they do not get difficulties in 

understanding the whole content of the movies provided that they know the foreign languages. The problem arises when 

they do not know the foreign languages used in the movie that they watch. The lack of the knowledge of the foreign 

language distracts them to get the message of the movie. In this case, the translation works to overcome this problem by 

translating the foreign languages into the target languages to reach the target viewers who do not know the foreign 

languages. According to Cordero (2012: 350), translation has become a very important part of the modern world for its 

contribution in minimizing communication gaps and its ability to enable technical and scientific information to be accessed, 

along with ideas that model the society we live in. The prominent fact is that translation is a need for breaking 

communication gap and to spread the knowledge in all over the world. 
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Bassnet (2012: 12) states that translation involves the rendering of a source language text into the target language which 

provides the surface meaning of the two will be approximately similar. Based on Bassnet‟s definition, it is obvious that the 

rendering meaning related to the surface meaning between source language and target language. If the meaning is not similar 

or equal, the translation produces non equivalent meaning. The non equivalent meaning occurs at word level, at above word 

level, at grammar level, or at text level as proposed by Baker (1992: 110-119). Baker mentions that non-equivalent at word 

level means that the target language has no direct equivalent for a word which occurs in the source text (1992: 20). This 

theory emphasizes that there is possibility for non equivalent meaning occurs in translation, because there is no word in 

target language (henceforth, TL) which has the same meaning with the word in the source language (henceforth, SL). 

Meanwhile, Catford (1978: 21) proposes that the central problem of translation practice is that of finding TL translation 

equivalents. A central task of translation theory is that of defining the nature and conditions of translation equivalence.  

Catford (1978) emphasizes that finding equivalent meaning in translation is very crucial. Indeed it is not an easy task for the 

translator in finding the equivalent one in translation. 

Cambridge dictionaries (1999) defines equivalent as having the same amount, value, and qualities. Based on Oxford 

dictionaries (2015), the meaning of word equivalent is Equal in value, amount, function, meaning, etc. Those definitions 

have the same core that the word equivalent focuses more on the equality between source language and target language.  Bell 

(1992: 6-7) argues that the word equivalent is a chimera. It does not make any sense in translation since; equivalence should 

preserve the same codes and rules regulating the construction of grammatical stretches. In a nutshell, it can be said that 

equivalence in translation covers following meanings: the same value, quality, codes or words, and rules, which refer to the 

same entity in the translation. In the translation, the non equivalent meaning can exist for some reasons.  

This phenomenon can be found in the translation of Frozen movie subtitle. For example, the sentence „What are they? 

Wolves‟ was translated into Apa itu? Serigala. The word ‘are’ in SL is not equivalent in TL. The word ‘are’ is a linking verb 

which functions to satisfy syntactic structure of non verbal sentences in English. Yet, the word ‘are’ is omitted in TL, 

because Indonesian Language does not need any linking verbs as predicates in the construction of non verbal sentences. 

Another example, the sentence „She can learn to control it. I'm sure.‟ was translated into Dia bisa belajar mengendalikannya. 

Aku yakin. The word ‘she’ was translated into dia in TL. They are not equivalent in meaning. The word ‘she’ has relation to 

gender, because it is a personal pronoun used for female. Nevertheless the word dia in TL is a personal pronoun, but it is 

for general term, since it can be used for male or female.  

Regarding to the importance of the equivalence issue in the translation, the research on this matter would become a 

great help for translators and for those who are interested in translation, especially translation in the movie subtitle to 

overcome the constraints referring to equivalent meaning in the translation. By knowing the causal factors of the non 

equivalent meaning, the translators can conquer the problem by using some translation strategies employed to translate a 

text, especially subtitle of movies. This is the starting point for the researcher to conduct a research about this phenomenon. 

Therefore, the researcher conducts a research entitled The Study of Non Equivalent Meaning in the Translation of the Movie Frozen. 

There are six researchers who conducted studies concerning with the translation in movie subtitles: Safakum (2013); 

Astuti (2013); Permadi (2013); Widyaningsih (2013); Agustina (2014); and  Lestari (2014). To show the position of the 

current study, it is prominent to know the similarities and differences between the previous studies and the current study. 

Most previous studies used descriptive qualitative research, documentation technique as one of methods to collect the data, 

and movie subtitle as the source of data. Similarly, this study adopted descriptive qualitative approach, documentation as its 

method of collecting data and movie subtitle as its source of data. While most previous works focused on strategies 

concerning with translation in phrases, idioms, and sentences, this current study focused on the translation strategies and 

causal factors of non equivalent meaning in the level of word. In addition, most previous studies focused on equivalent 

translation, whereas this research focused on non equivalent translation.  

There are three objectives of the study. The first one is to classify the type of words which are non equivalent meaning 

in the translation of the subtitle of the movie Frozen. The second objective is to investigate the causal factors of the non 

equivalent meaning which exist in the translation of the subtitle of the movie Frozen. The last objective is to examine the 

translation strategies employed by the translator to translate the subtitle of the movie Frozen related to the non equivalent 

meaning at word level. In short, the main idea of this research is to reserve comprehensive information concerning with the 

non equivalent translation at word level, the causal factors of the phenomenon, and the translation strategies used by the 

translators to overcome the constraints related to non equivalent meaning at word level in the translation found in the 

subtitle of the movie Frozen.  

Baker (1992: 20) states that non equivalent at word level means that the target language has no direct equivalent for a 

word which occurs in the source text. Meanwhile, Catford (1978: 21), states that the central problem of translation practice 

is that of finding TL translation equivalents. A central task of translation theory is that of defining the nature and conditions 

of translation equivalence. These statements regard nonequivalence as the central problem of translation. According to Bell 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/amount
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/value
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/quality
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(1991: 84), there are three possible ways of approaching the description and explanation of word-meaning, such as: 

reference theory, componential analysis and meaning postulates. Reference theory expresses the relationship between word 

and entity in some term such as “word X refers to entity Y”. It regards the relationship between the meaning of a word and 

the entity which realizes the meaning as one of straightforward reference (Bell, 1991: 95). In this case, reference theory is 

applied to examine whether the words are non-equivalent or not. 

Moreover, the factors of nonequivalent meaning at word level in the translation of the subtitle of the movie Frozen 

were also examined. According to Baker (1992: 21-25), there are some common problems which are the factors of non 

equivalent meaning at word level in translation: culture-specific concepts; the source-language concept is not lexicalized in 

the target language; the source-language word is semantically complex; the source and target languages make different 

distinctions in meaning; the target language lacks superordinates; the target language lacks specific terms (hyponyms); 

differences in physical or interpersonal perspective; differences in expressive meaning; differences in forms; differences in 

frequency and purpose of using specific forms; and the use of loan words in the source text.  It can be concluded that there 

are eleven factors of nonequivalent meaning at word level in translation proposed by Baker (1992). A single word may carry 

different meanings in different languages. Therefore, the choice of words in translating needs to be concerned. 

Baker (1992: 26- 42) proposes eight translation strategies dealing with nonequivalent meaning in the translation at word 

level commonly used by professional translators. Those translation strategies are translation by using more general words 

(superordinates); translation by using more neutral/less expressive words; translation by using cultural substitution; 

translation by using loan words or loan words plus explanation; translation by paraphrasing using related words; translation 

by paraphrasing using unrelated words; translation by using omission; and translation by using illustration. These strategies 

can be used by translators to overcome the constraints related to the non equivalent meaning in the level of word. By using 

those strategies, it is hoped can be a great help for the translators to translate texts, in order to get accurate translation. 

Since the current study focused on translation of movie subtitle in which English language was the SL and Indonesian 

language was the TL. This is very prominent to show the similarities and differences of parts of speech between English and 

Indonesia languages. According to Palmer (2003: 22), English language has eight parts of speech. They are verbs, nouns, 

adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns, and interjections. Meanwhile, Based on Kridalaksana (1992: 58-

137), Indonesian language divides parts of speech into 13 types: verbs; adjectives; nouns; pronouns; numbers; adverbs; 

interrogatives; demonstratives; articulations; prepositions; conjunctions; phatic categories; and interjections. in attempting to 

accomplish the research objectives, this study used theory parts of speech from Palmer (2003), and Kridalaksana (1993) to 

classify the types of words which have non equivalent meaning in the translation. The causal factors and translation 

strategies concerning with non equivalent in meaning in the level of word coming from Baker (1992) were employed to 

analyzed the causal factors in the translation, and translation strategies employed by the translator to translate the subtitle of 

the movie Frozen. 

2. RESEARCH METHODS  

This used a descriptive qualitative method. The object of this research was the translation of the movie Frozen in 

Indonesian version. It focused on the non equivalent meaning at the level of word found in the translation of the subtitle of 

the movie Frozen. This research used interpretive methods to gather the data, in which documentation as its technique. By 

using this method, the researcher observed the movie, and read the subtitle in English version and its Indonesian translation. 

Afterwards, the researcher noted the dialogues which contain the non equivalent meaning in the translation in the level of 

word. To warrant the data validity, the current research used investigator triangulation. There were 9 steps in analyzing the 

data: downloading the English and its Indonesian translation; copying the subtitles into WordPad; and copying the subtitles 

into Microsoft Word; observing the subtitles by watching the movie and coding the data; classifying the data based on the 

parts of speech; analyzing the data by using theory of causal factors of non equivalent meaning at word level; analyzing the 

translation strategies concerning with non equivalent meaning in the level of word; discussing the findings; and drawing 

conclusion. 

3. RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

This part reports the findings of the current research and its discussion. It is divided into three substances: non-equivalence 
at word level; causal factors of non-equivalence at word level; and translation strategies concerning with non-equivalence at 
word level. 

3.1 Types of Words Which Have Non Equivalent Meaning  

The current study found five types of parts of SL which have non equivalent meaning in the subtitle of the movie Frozen, 

these being: pronouns (108); nouns (64); interjections (32); verbs (66); and adjectives (2). Meanwhile, the types of parts of 

speech found in TL were pronouns (105), nouns (57), interjections (32), omissions (70), adverbs (2), and noun phrases (6). 
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65 verbs of SL were shifted into omissions in TL. 56 nouns of SL remained nouns and 7 nouns of SL were shifted into 

noun phrases. 2 adjectives of SL were shifted into 2 adverbs. 105 pronouns of SL remained 105 pronouns, 3 pronouns of 

SL were shifted into omission in TL, and 32 interjections of SL remained 35 interjections in TL. 

3.1.1 Non-equivalence of Verbs 

Non-equivalence of verbs was the findings showing verbs of SL which were not equivalent in TL. There were 66 data of 

non-equivalence of verbs. These were the word ‘is’ occurring for 40 times; the word ‘are’ occurring for 10 times; the word 

‘am’ occurring for 8 times; the word ‘was’ occurring for 5 times; the word ‘were’ occurring for 2 times; and the word 'nap' 

occurring for once . All of linking verbs were shifting into omission in TL. Below is one of examples of the non equivalent 

meaning of verbs. 

Table 3.1: Non equivalent meaning of the verb ‘is’ 

Category SL TL 

Subtitle Excuse me, sir. He is a prince. Maaf, Tuan. Dia seorang Pangeran. 

Words is - 

Parts of speech verb omission 

In table 3.1, it could be seen that the word „is’ was not equivalent in TL. The word ‘is’ was verb in SL, and the part of 

speech in TL was omission. 

3.1.2 Non-equivalence of Nouns 

Non-equivalence of nouns was the findings showing nouns of SL which were not equivalent in TL. There were 64 data of 

non-equivalence of nouns. The non equivalent nouns shifted into noun and noun phrase in TL. They were ‘sister’ 

occurring for 6 times; ‘friends’ occurring for 5 times; ‘experts’ occurring for 5 times; ‘gates’ occurring for 4 times; ‘boots’ 

occurring 3 for times; ‘hugs’ occurring for 3 times; ‘carrots’ occurring for 3 times; ‘legs’ occurring for 3 times; ‘trolls’ 

occurring for 2 times; ‘reindeer’ occurring for 2 times; ‘eyes’ occurring for 2 times; ‘orders’ occurring for 2 times; 

‘mountains’ occurring for 2 times; ‘clothes’ occurring for 2 times; and ‘boy’ occurring for 2 times. The rest only occurred 

1 time, these being: ‘snack’; ‘troll’; ‘sisters’; ‘suits’; ‘clogs’; ‘dresses’; ‘reindeers’; ‘parents’; ‘strangers’; ‘sandwiches’; 

‘sorceress’; ‘volunteers’; ‘bones’; ‘rocks’; ‘teeth’; ‘fjords’, ‘crimson’ and ‘chartreuse’. The following table shows one of 

examples of non equivalent meaning of nouns. 

Table 3.2: Non equivalent meaning of the noun ‘friends’ 

Category SL TL 

Subtitle You have friends Kau punya teman 

Words friends teman 

Parts of speech noun  noun  

Table 3.2 showed that the word ‘friends’ was not equivalent in the TL. The word ‘friends’ is plural noun which means that 

there are more than one friend, whereas the word teman in TL is singular noun.  

3.1.3 Non-equivalence of Adjectives 

Non-equivalence of adjectives was the findings showing adjectives of SL which were not equivalent in TL. There were 2 

data of non-equivalence of adjectives shifting into adjectives and adverbs, these being: the word „better’ occurring for 2 

times in data 0188/SLp7/TLp7 and data 0189/SLp7/TL7. 

Table 3.3: Non equivalent meaning of the adjective ‘better’ 

Category SL TL 

Subtitle I better go. Aku harus pergi. 

Words better harus 

Parts of speech adjective adverb 

The word ‘better’ is an adjective in TL and it is a predicative adjective. It was translated into harus in TL and the part of 

speech of harus is an adverb. So there were differences in terms of parts of speech in SL and TL.   

3.1.4 Non-equivalence of Pronouns 

Non-equivalence of pronouns was the findings showing pronouns of SL which were not equivalent in TL. There were 108 

data of non-equivalence of pronouns. All of the data had the same parts of speech both in English and Indonesian 

languages, these being: pronouns which referred to the word ‘she’ occurring for 47 times; the word ‘her’ occurring for 27 

times; the word ‘him’ occurring for 12 times; the word ‘he’ occurring for 8 times; the word ‘it’ occurring for 6 times; and 
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the word ‘his’ occurring for 3 times. Other pronouns only occurred once: ‘you’; ‘herself’; ‘your’; ‘us’; and ‘we’. The 

following table shows one of examples of noun equivalent of pronouns. 

 

Table 3.4: Non equivalent meaning of the pronoun ‘she’ 

Category SL TL 

Subtitle She can learn to control it. I'm sure.  Dia bisa belajar mengendalikannya. Aku yakin. 

Words she dia 

Parts of speech pronoun pronoun 

The word ‘she’ was a personal pronoun which stands for people. The word „she’ was translated into dia which was also 

pronoun in TL. This showed that there were no differences in parts of speech in SL and TL.  

3.1.5 Non-equivalence of Pronouns 

Non-equivalence of interjections was the findings showing interjections of SL which were not equivalent in TL. There were 

32 data of non-equivalence of interjections, these being: ‘whoa’, ‘yoo-hoo’, ‘ew’, ‘whoo-hoo’, ‘whoo’, and ‘whew’. The 

word „whoa’ occurred for 19 times, the word ‘yoo-hoo’ occurred for 4 times , the word ‘ew’ occurred for 4 times, the word 

‘whoo’ occurred for 1 time, the word ‘whoo-hoo’ occurred for 2  times , and the word ‘whew’ occurred for 2 times.  

One of examples of this type is displayed in the following table. 

Table 3.5: Non equivalent meaning of the interjection ‘whoo-hoo’ 

Category SL TL 

Subtitle Whoo-hoo! Slow down!  Whoo-hoo! Pelanlah! 

Words Whoo-hoo Whoo-hoo 

Parts of speech interjection interjection 

The word „whoo-hoo’ was an interjection which showed emotions or feeling of speaker. The word ‘whoo-hoo’ was 

translated into whoo-hoo and both words have the same parts of speech. The same case was also found in the word ‘yoo-

hoo’ in which it was translated into yoo-hoo in TL and their parts of speech were the same.  

3.2 Causal Factors of Non Equivalent Meaning in the Translation of the Subtitle of the Movie Frozen 

In this study, the factors which caused the words from SL not equivalent in TL were the target language lacks specific 

terms/ hyponyms (109 data), differences in frequency and purpose of using specific forms (71 data), differences in forms 

(43 data), the source-language concept is not lexicalized in the target language (36 data), the source and target languages 

make different distinctions in meaning (12 data), and culture-specific concepts (3 data). It can be concluded that the most 

frequent factor which caused the non equivalent meaning at word level was the target language lacks specific terms 

(hyponyms). 

3.2.1 Culture specific-concept 

The SL word may express a concept which is totally unknown in target culture. This causal factor only occurred in nouns. 

There were two data which showed that this factor caused the SL and TL non-equivalent: data 0260/SLp8/TLp8 and 

1011/SLp27/TLp27.  

Table 3.6: Culture-specific concepts 

No  Data SL TL 

1. 0260/SLp8/TLp8 Although, I dreamed I was kissed by a 

troll. 

Walau aku bermimpi pernah dicium Troll. 

2. 1011/SLp27/TLp27 Trolls. They're trolls! Troll. Mereka  Troll. 

Actually the word „troll’ in data 0260/SLp8/TLp8 and ‘trolls’ in data 1011/SLp27/TLp27 were the same. The difference was 

only its form, one is singular and the other is plural. Those words were not equivalent in TL because they referred to 

something related to “an imaginary, either very large or very small creature in traditional Scandinavian stories that has 

magical powers and lives in mountains or caves” (CALD). The concept of ‘troll’ is totally unknown in TL Indonesian 

culture language. Therefore, the word ‘troll’ is not equivalent. 

3.2.2 The Source Language Concept is Not Lexicalized in the Target Language 

The SL word may express a concept which is known in the target culture, but it is not lexicalized in TL. This causal factor 

occurred in interjections and nouns. There were 35 data, these being: interjections occurring for 32 times and nouns 

occurring for 3 times. The following table shows some examples of this causal factor. 
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Table 3.7: The source language concept is not lexicalized in the target language 

No  Data SL TL 

1. 0403/SLp13/TLp13 Yoo-hoo. Hmm? Yoo-hoo. Hmm? 

2. 0506/SL16Lp16 What's his favourite food? Sandwiches Apa makanan kesukaannya? Roti isi 

The words ‘yoo-hoo’ was an interjection and it was used to show speaker‟s feelings. Although this kind of word is common 

in conversation it cannot be found in Indonesian language dictionary. Therefore, this word is not lexicalized in TL. The 

word 'sandwiches' was also not lexicalized in TL. The word roti isi is not found in Indonesian dictionary because it is a 

phrase to explain the word 'sandwiches' in TL. 

3.2.3 The Source and Target Languages Make Different Distinctions in Meaning 

The TL may make more or fewer distinctions in meaning than the SL. There were 13 data which referred to this causal 

factor, these being: pronouns (7 times), nouns (2 times), verbs (1 time), and adjectives (2 times). Some examples of this 

causal factor are displayed in the following table. 

Table 3.8: The source and target languages make different distinctions in meaning 

No  Data SL TL 

1. 0046/SLp2/TLp2 Cuties. I'm going to keep you.  Kau manis. Akan kurawat kalian. 

2. 0126/SLp4/TLp4 Give me a snack "Beri aku makanan!" 

The word ‘you’ could be translated into kamu or kalian in TL. The word kamu refers to singular and kalian refers to 

plural. Since the word „you‟ in data 0046/SLp2/TLp2 was devoted only to Anna, the word ‘you’ and kalian were not 

equivalent. The word ‘snack’ is a specific word which refers to a small amount of food (CALD), whereas the word 

makanan is a general word referring to any kind of food. This made the word snack and makanan not equivalent in 

meaning.  

3.2.4 The Target Language Lacks a Specific Term (hyponyms) 

The TL may have general words (superordinates) but lack specific ones (hyponyms). There were 108 data related to this 

causal factor, these being: pronouns (96 data) and nouns (12 data). Some examples of this causal factor are displayed in the 

following table. 

Table 3.9: The Target Language Lacks a Specific Term (hyponyms) 

No  Data SL TL 

1. 0038/SLp2/TLp2 Oh. She's ice cold. I know where we 

have to go.  

Dia sedingin es. Aku tahu kita harus pergi kemana. 

2. 0240/SLp8/TLp8 Well, he was sprightly. Dia sangat lincah. 

The words ‘she’ and ‘he’ are specific pronouns which means they are used in the specific forms. The pronoun ‘she’ is 

personal pronoun which is used for female, and ‘he’ is used for male. Yet, Indonesian language has no direct words which 

refer to pronouns used for female or male. In the sentence Dia adalah Fitri, we have no any idea whether Fitri is a female 

or male. In the sentence He is Fitri, we automatically know that the person whose name is Fitri is a male not a female. This 

evidence showed us that TL has general words or superordinates but has no specific words or hyponyms.  

3.2.5 Differences in Form 

The SL words have no equivalent meanings in TL words associated with particular forms in the SL words like suffixes and 

prefixes which convey particular meanings. There were 43 data related to this causal factor which occurred only in nouns. 

The following table shows some examples of this causal factor. 

Table 3.10: Differences in form 

No  Data SL TL 

1. 0317/SLp10/TLp10 The party is over. Close the gates. Pesta telah berakhir.Tutup gerbangnya. 

2. 0454/SLp14/TLp114 No, Sven, I didn't get your carrots. Tidak, Sven. Aku tak dapat wortelmu. 

The difference between SL and TL words is on the form of plural nouns. The data 0317/SLp10/TLp10 and 

0454/SLp14/TLp114 showed that the words ‘gates’ and ‘carrots’ were plural nouns, which mean that there were more than 

one carrot or gate in the context. In TL, ‘gates’ was translated into gerbang and ‘carrots’ was translated into wortel, both 

words carry the same entity but they were different in terms of number of the thing. TL makes plural nouns by using 

repetition, such as wortel (carrot) becomes wortel-wortel (carrots) or gerbang (gate) becomes gerbang-gerbang (gates).  
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3.2.6 Differences in Frequency and Purpose of Using Specific Forms 

The SL words may have equivalent words in the TL, but they are different in the frequency or purpose for which they are 

used. There were 71 data belonged to this causal factor which occurred in verbs (65 data), nouns (2 data), and pronouns (4 

data). The following table shows some examples of this causal factor. 

Table 3.11: Differences in frequency and purpose of using specific forms 

No  Data SL TL 

1. 0334/SLp11/TLp11 Yes! It is her!  Ya! Itu dia! 

2. 0716/SLp21/TLp21 I'm not alone. I have friends, 

remember? 

Aku tak sendirian.Aku punya teman, kau ingat? 

The words „is’, and ‘am’ functioned as predicates in non verbal sentences in English language. Since English linking verbs 

have functions to link between subject and its complement, therefore, without those words, the construction of non verbal 

sentences will be ill-formed. It is different from Indonesian language in which the complement of the subject will be a 

predicate. Indonesian language does not need any „to be‟ to construct non verbal sentences in which nouns, pronouns, 

adjectives, etc will become subject complements as well as predicates in the sentences. 

3.3 Translation Strategies Employed by the Translator to Translate the Subtitle of the Movie Frozen Related to the 
Non Equivalent Meaning at Word Level 

There were five translation strategies employed by the translator to translate the subtitle: translation by using more general 
words/ superordinates (110 data), translation by using more neutral/less expressive words (51 data), translation by using 
loan words or loan words plus explanation (35 data), translation by using omission (70 data), and translation by using 
paraphrase using related words (7 data). 

3.3.1 Translation by More General Words (superordinates) 

This strategy is focused on overcoming the relative lack of specifity in the target language compared to the source language. 

There were 111 data which belonged to this strategy found in pronouns (96 data) and nouns (15 data). Some examples of 

this strategy are displayed in the following table. 

Table 3.12: Translation by more general words (superordinates) 

No  Data SL TL 

1. 0038/SLp2/TLp2 

 

Oh. She's ice cold. I know where we 

have to go.  

Dia sedingin es. Aku tahu kita harus pergi kemana. 

2. 0126/SLp4/TLp4 Give me a snack "Beri aku makanan!" 

In data 0038/SLp2/TLp2, the word „she’ was a hyponym because it referred to female. This word does not exist in TL, 

therefore, translator used the word dia which is a superordinate. In data 0126/SLp4/TLp4, the word ‘snack’ was a hyponym. 

It should be translated into kudapan which is more accurate in TL, but the translator used the word makanan which was 

general word. The hyponyms of the word makanan (food) are bread, rice, steak, etc. 

3.3.2 Translation by More Neutral/Less Expressive Words 

This strategy facilitates the translator to use less expressive words compared to TL. There were 51 data of this strategy 

found in nouns (40 data), pronouns (8 data), adjectives (2 data), and verb (1 data). Here are some examples. 

Table 3.13: Translation by more neutral/less expressive words 

No  Data SL TL 

1. 0521/SLp16/TLp16 You have friends Kau punya teman 

2. 0046/SLp2/TLp2 Cuties. I'm going to keep you.  Kau manis. Akan kurawat kalian. 

The table 3.13 showed that the words ‘friends’ and ‘you’ were translated by using more neutral or less expressive words. 

The words ‘friends’ and teman were the same entity but they were different in Indonesian language perception. The word 

„friends’ informs us that there are more than one friend because it is plural nouns. Meanwhile, the word teman is a singular 

noun. The word ‘you’, in data 0046/SLp2/TLp2, could be translated into kau or kalian. Kau is singular and kalian is plural. 

Since the word „you’ in data 0046/SLp2/TLp2 was devoted only to one person, the character Anna, this word becomes less 

expressive.  

3.3.3 Translation by Using Loan Words or Loan Words plus Explanation 

This strategy is employed to deal with cultural specific items, modern concepts, and buzz words. There were 35 data related 

to this strategy. They were found in interjections (32 data), and nouns (3 data). Some examples of this strategy could be seen 

from the following table. 
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Table 3.14: Translation using loan words or loan words plus explanation 

No  Data SL TL 

1. 0028/SLp2/TLp2 Whoo-hoo! Slow down! Whoo-hoo! Pelanlah! 

2. 0260/SLp8/TLp8 Although, I dreamed I was kissed by 

a troll. 

Walau aku bermimpi pernah dicium Troll. 

The words ‘whoo-hoo’ and ‘troll’ were adopted in TL so they were translated into the same words. This means that the 

translator used translation strategy by using loan words. 

3.3.4 Translation by Paraphrasing Using Related Words 

This strategy tends to be used when the concept expressed by the source item is lexicalized in the target language but in a 

different form. This strategy found in nouns (4 data) and pronoun (1 data). Some examples are displayed in the table 4.24. 

Table 3.15: Translation by paraphrasing using related words 

No  Data SL TL 

1. 0506/SLp16/TLp16 

 

What's his favorite food? 

Sandwiches. 

Apa makanan kesukaannya? Roti isi. 

2. 0270/SLp9/TLp8 And sisters. Dan kakak perempuan. 

The word ‘sandwiches’ in SL does not exist in TL word. This word is related to a type of food which is very common in 

Western; “it is two pieces of bread, sometimes spread with butter or margarine, and with some other usually cold food 

between them: a tuna/ham sandwich, a toasted sandwich, a sandwich bar/box, or sandwich fillings” (CALD). By using 

paraphrase strategy, the viewers can understand what ‘sandwich’ is. The word roti refers to bread, and the word isi refers 

to cold food which is served inside the bread. This facilitates the viewers to get clear information about sandwich. The word 

'sisters' was translated into 'kakak perempuan'. The translator translated by paraphrasing to make the viewers can 

understand easily the meaning of the word 'sisters' because if it is translated only into 'kakak' the meaning less specific. 

Indonesian Language uses the word 'kakak' for female and male. In this case, the translator added the word 'perempuan' 

to make the meaning of the word 'sisters' clear. 

3.3.5 Translation by Using Omission 

This strategy is used by omitting a word or expression which is not vital enough to development of the text. There were 70 

data which referred to this strategy. These were found in verbs (65 data), nouns (2 data), and pronouns (3 data). Some 

examples of this strategy are displayed in the following table. 

Table 3.16: Translation by using omission 

No  Data SL TL 

1 0367/SLp12/TLp11 It was an accident. She was scared. Itu kecelakaan. Dia ketakutan. 

2 0392/SLp13/TLp13 She's a stinker. Dia pendiam. 

Since the verb, pronoun, and noun have different functions in SL and TL the translator omitted those words in the 

translation. TL does not need the linking verbs such as ‘was’, ‘is’, and ‘am’ in the construction of sentences. If they are 

translated, the translation will become ill-formed, not appropriate in TL.  

4. CONCLUSION  

Based on the research findings, there were 273 data containing words which have non equivalent meaning in TL found in 
Frozen movie subtitle. To classify the types of words, this study used theory of English parts of speech from Palmer (2003), 
and Indonesian parts of speech from Kridalaksana (2003). In terms of SL, there were pronouns, nouns, interjections, verbs, 
and adjectives. Meanwhile, in TL, there were pronouns, nouns, interjections, omissions, adverbs, and noun phrases. The 
most frequent words which had non equivalent meaning in TL were pronouns. The results showed that there were 
translation shifts found in the translation from SL into TL: verbs were shifted into omission; nouns were shifted into noun 
phrases; and adjectives were shifted into adverbs. The rest had the same parts of speech in SL and TL: pronouns remained 
pronouns; nouns remained nouns; and interjections remained interjections. The findings had similarities with previous 
studies in which the translation shifts were also found in the level of noun phrases, verb phrases, and sentences. 

From 11 causal factors of the non equivalent meaning in the level of word proposed by Baker (1992), there were 

only 6 causal factors found in the translation of Frozen movie subtitle. Those causal factors were the target language lacks 

specific terms (hyponyms); SL and TL have differences in forms; SL and TL have differences in frequency and purpose of 

using specific forms; the source-language concept is not lexicalized in the target language; the source and target languages 

make different distinctions in meaning; and culture-specific concepts. Among the causal factors the hyponym was the most 

dominant factor influence non equivalent meaning in TL. This is because English language has more specific words which 

refer to male or female objects whereas Indonesian language has more general terms that do not refer to male and female 
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object directly, for example the pronoun dia can be used for male and female whereas English uses the word „he‟ for male 

and „she‟ for female. Another reason is that English uses linking verbs to satisfy syntactic structure for non verbal sentences 

whereas Indonesian language does not need linking verbs as predicates in non verbal sentences. In addition, English and 

Indonesian language also have different forms in plural nouns that cause non equivalent meaning in the translation. The 

research findings of the  current study have no  similarities with the previous research because the previous study did not 

analyze the causal factors of non equivalent meaning in the level of phrases, idioms, and sentences. The previous study only 

investigated whether the translation of phrases or sentences was equivalent or not. 

From 8 translation strategies proposed by Baker (1992) concerning with non equivalent meaning in the level of 

word, there were 5 translation strategies used by the translator to translate the Frozen movie subtitle. Those translation 

strategies were translation by using more general words (superordinates); by using more neutral/less expressive words; by 

using loan words or loan words plus explanation; by using omission; and by using paraphrase using related words. The 

findings of the current study have similarities with the previous studies in which the translator used the translation 

strategies by using omission, borrowing (loan words), and paraphrase can be used in the translation in the level of words, 

idioms, and sentences. 
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